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THE DISPATCH

Texas defensive coordinator
Pete Kwiatkowski knows
what he needs to fix
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Ovie Oghoufo #18 [Scott Wachter-USA TODAY Sports]
(LONGHORNS
WIRE) - A handful of topics came to light in the
first press conference of
fall camp on Tuesday. For
the defense, the defining issue discussed involved pass rush.
Texas did not have

gan asking about the
struggling pass rush.
Kwiatkowski responded
by asking, “what pass
rush?”
In a sense, it was a
jarring answer. That said,
it was certainly a selfaware quip.

stockpiled defensive
tackles but missed on
edge rushers. In doing
so, they handed over a
roster that has forced
their defensive coordinator to call plays left
handed.
Kwiatkowski can

T'Vondre Sweat #93 [Scott Wachter-USA TODAY Sports]
one last season, and defensive coordinator Pete
Kwiatkowski was not shy
in noting that fact.
Orangebloods’
Anwar Richardson be-

There was no pass
rush last year. That undoubtedly was not all
Kwiatkowski’s fault.
For a number of recruiting cycles Texas has

coach a defense. The
question this season is,
can he coach a defense
that the prior staff constructed without much
forethought?

Mickelson, others sue
PGA Tour over LIV
Golf suspensions
By DOUG FERGUSON | AP
(AP) - Phil Mickelson, Bryson DeChambeau and
a group of players who defected to Saudi-funded
LIV Golf filed an antitrust lawsuit Wednesday against
the PGA Tour, the first step in a legal fight that could
define the rules of where players can compete.
The Wall Street Journal first reported the filing in U.S. District Court in San Francisco. The complaint also includes an application for a temporary
restraining order by Talor Gooch, Hudson Swafford
and Matt Jones to compete in the FedEx Cup playoffs.
Six players who have competed in LIV Golf
events are among the top 125 in the FedEx Cup
standings and would be eligible for the start of the
PGA Tour’s postseason that starts next week.
The PGA Tour has suspended members for
playing in LIV Golf events without a release to play
in tournaments the same week of a PGA Tour event.
The tour does not allow releases for tournaments
held in North America. The last two LIV Golf events
— with $25 million in prize money for 54 holes with
no cut — were in Oregon and New Jersey.
The Journal reported that details of the lawsuit indicate the PGA Tour suspended Mickelson in
March for allegedly recruiting players to LIV Golf.
When he applied for reinstatement in June, the tour
denied it because he had played in the first Saudi
event held outside London.

